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Abstract
Connectivity plays a fundamental role in shaping some of today’s defining technologies. This talk will
present our recent research that reveals how both new opportunities and hidden risks arise from the
dynamics of connectivity, in diverse areas such as international politics, quantum information processing,
and social media. Understanding of connected peer opinion dynamics allows us to build a novel framework
in quantifying the nations’ social power in terms of individual influence in the 2015 Paris Agreement under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate; the idea of classical connectivity may be
transformed into the quantum world, where simple quantum dynamical links may lead to sophisticated
quantum behaviors as a way of realizing robust quantum information processing via distributed quantum
control; the possibility of learning the underlying connectivity from public behavioral data may pose
systematic privacy risks in social media and online marketplace. In light of these opportunities and risks,
some of our ideas in safeguarding social networks and intelligent cyber-physical systems, and advancing
quantum error correction by building resilient and trustable connectivity will also be discussed.
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